
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 „9th Speech in Noise Workshop“ 

  04. – 06.01.2017 in Oldenburg 
  

 Name  

 Adress  

Oldenburg Tourismus und Marketing GmbH  Postcode, City   

Schloßplatz 16 Country  

26122 Oldenburg 
Telefon 

 
Fax 

 

Fax: +49 (0) 441 361613-50 E-Mail  

 
Date of arrival  Date of 

departure 

 

 Date  Signature  

 

 

Please choose from the following hotels and fill in the required number of rooms: 

If the favorite hotel is already fully booked please contact me via:    ☐ call-back      ☐  E-Mail                                                              

 

 ☐ smoker ☐ non-smoker 

 
Hotel altera Hotel Antares Hotel Sprenz Hotel Acara Hermes Hotel 

☐  SR   96 - 106 € 

☐  DR  131 € 

 

Count: 

☐ SR    85 € 

☐  DR  105 € 

 

Count: 

☐ SR         69-79 € 

☐ DR   109-119 € 

 

Count: 

☐ SR   109 € 

☐ DR   139 € 

 

Count: 

☐  SR   95 € 

 

 

Count: 

 

Prices are quoted per night and room, including breakfast and VAT. 

 Application: Please fill in this form well legible and send it by telefax to +49 (0)4 41 - 36 16 13 - 55 or post it to OTM. 

Further enquiries may be directed to our telephone no. +49 (0)4 41 - 36 16 13 - 11, we would be pleased to help you – 

by E-Mail, to: tagungen@oldenburg-tourist.de. 
 

Please return as soon as possible! 

 

Please note that our offer of rooms is quite limited. Allocation of rooms will be made upon receipt of application. Please 

send this request only one time. In case of double or plural sending (without responding marks) we assume no 

responsibility nor bear costs for possible double booking. 
 

Modification I Cancellation I No-Shows: 

 
Modification = EUR 5 per room/night, cancellation = EUR 20 per room/night, No-Show(s) = EUR 25 per room/night 

Terms of payment: These fees arise from accomplishing modification, cancellation and no-shows of the service you booked no matter if 

a lodging agreement should result, they are instantly due and to pay within 10 days at least. Costs of accommodation have to be paid 

in the hotel directly. Cancellation expenses are subject to terms of contract of the hotel you booked. 

Terms of placement: Placement of hotel rooms will be executed by OTM. OTM is no tour operator as per §§ 651a ff (German civil code) 

nor partner of the travel- or accommodation contract. The latter will be concluded with the hotel. OTM is only liable for agency 

operation. Liability is restricted to malicious intent and gross negligence. Place of jurisdiction is Oldenburg respectively Bremen. 
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